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THE new year is here "with the bells on," soto speak, bringing with it renewed in-
terest in all Rose enterprises. The football
gladiator has given way to the airily-clad bask-
et ball hero, and our prospects for a winning
team and successful season are bright. The
final examinations are near at hand, which fact
in itself is productive of increased interest in at
least one branch of the student's life. The
Senior sees in the mystic figures 1912 the goal
toward which he has been plodding for four
years. The '13 Modulus is rapidly approach-
ing completion, and, while the deepest secrecy
accompanies its formation, we are given to un-
derstand that it will be .up to the usual Modulus
standard—which is enough to guarantee its suc-
cess. It may be well to state at this time that
the Modulus staff wishes to request the students,
through the Technic, to assist in the progress of
the book by having their photographs taken as
scon as possible. The time is short and the mat-
ter should be taken care of at once.
 000 
T a recent meeting of the Technic staff,
Mr. George J. Stoner was elected to the
position of local editor for the Freshman class.
Although without experience along such lines,
we have every reason to believe that Mr,. Stoner
will fill his position in a capable manner.
000
IS there any real, valid reason why the stu-dent body should contain so many mem-
bers who studiously "duck" out of the lectures
given us by our Alumni? To get at the plain
truth of the matter, it is not acting squarely. In
is unfair and disrespectful both to the speaker
is sent here by the Alumni Association, for the
purpose of giving a beneficial addre§s to the un-
dergraduates; and to cut out of such a lecture
is unfair and disrespectful both to the pseaker
and to the Alumni who have sent him. In the
second place, it is not fair to the Institute; these
lectures are all given on school time, and no
one is ever asked to put in extra time by at-
tending a lecture. In the last place, the man
who absents himself from these lectures is not
fair to himself ; for, in nearly all cases, the alum-
nus has something interesting and instructive
to present. True, these men are not polished
orators and lecturers; they do not pretend to
be; but they are capable, practical engineers,
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who are giving up their good time to tell us
something that will be of value to us, if we
make the least effort to absorb it. The law of
humanity is, to ,a large extent at least, "Help
cne another," and it is the fluty of the studentboaylo assist the alumnus in his good work by
lending=their presence to the meetings held in
the assembly room.
000-
A voluminous - book could bei written on"Lack of ,Appreciation" or "Not Getting
That Which Is Coming to You." The necessary
data and statistics for several chapters could be
furnished by the student body of the Institute.
For the last four years, one of our Rose So-
cieties, The Scientific Society, has been limping
along with more than one foot in the grave. The
Freshmen of each year did not take pains
enoug4 to see what the Society comprised, or
what could be its aims and benefits. The up-
per classmen utterly ignored the meetings.
Truly, a lack of appreciation.
If you look in your handbook, you will see
that this Society, receives a specified share of
the amount paid into the student fund. The
amount per capita is not very much, neverthe-
less, if you do not attend the meetings, you are
not getting all of that which is coming to you.
Study your handbook in regards to the So-
ciety and help it revive. Sign a membership
card and work for more, new members. The
benefits ,derived from attending meetings will
rr: ore than :repay you for your efforts.
Prof. Peddle will read a paper on "Color
Photography" in cne of the meetings, the time
to be announced later. , Then there will be three
more papers, two by members of the student
biidy and the third by a faculty member.
ITHdthbe scabncllellation o 
games 
wfitthhethbaIskedt.ball
ana
State Normal School, Rose students are de-
prived of some of the most interesting athletic
contests of the year.
This action was _taken by the faculty rep-
resentatives with a view of promoting a better
spirit between the two schools. It -cannot be
denied that in the past there has been a cer-
tain feeling of distrust and suspicion on both
sides. In the moment of excitement occuring
in a closely contested game, baseball in parti-
cular, this feeting has grown into a partisan
spirit, and, perhaps urged on by persons out-
side the two schools has resulted in fighting. In
fact, the annually recurring fights after base-
ball games have almost come to be tradition.
This is greatly to be deplored, and the time has
come when the students of Rose and of Normal
must engage in athletic contests with a friend-
lier spirit.
Occurrences of this kind not only give the
teams a name of being hard losers, but reflect
gravely upon the student bodies. There is ab-
solutely no desire on the part of a student body
to engage in a general fight because their team
has lost a game; but the small antagonistic feel-
ing that exists is easily brought up to such a
spirit of partisanship in a hard-fought game,
that almost no provocation at all, on either
side, is necessary to cause trouble.
With the cessation of athletic relations the
students are not only being deprived ot seeing
games, but are in a sense being "disciplined."
There seems to be no valid reason why the men
who are students in these schools can not lose
games in the same spirit that they win them. We
admire a fighter, who fights to win at the right
time, but fighting over the result of an athletic
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contest is certainly exhibiting a very unsports-
manlike spirit on the part of the participants.
We hope that no ill feeling exists between the
two schools, for it was on account of no specific
grievance- that athletic relations were broken,
but to see if some good would not be the result
of cessation of athletic contests for one year.
Let the students of Rose show the faculty that
89, .
they can conduct themselves as true sportsmen,
lose with as good a spirit as they win, and prove'
that they can conduct themselves at athletic con-
tests, as well as elsewhere, in a way befitting the
men of Rose, so that in the future gantes can be
scheduled with Normal without fear of anything
happening which will reflect disc;•edit upon
themselves or upon the school.
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SPACE OF FOUR DIMENSIONS.
By PROF. ARTHUR S. HATHAWAY.
THE idea of a space of more than three di-mensions (length, breath and thickness),
is based solely upon the law of analogy. A
straight line contains an unlimited number of
points, a plane contains an unlimited number
of straight lines, space contains an unlimited
number of planes, and if this analogy continue,
there is a hyperspace, which contains an un-
limited number of spaces such as we see.
Mathematically, the geometry of a straight
line corresponds to the algebra of one unknown
quantity, the geometry of a plane to the alge-
bra of two unknown quantities, the geometry
of space to the algebra of three unknown quan-
tities, and if the analogy continue, there must
be a hyperspace which corresponds to the alge-
bra of four unqnown quantities. In point of
fact, the mathematical thorems of space of
four dimensions are actual theorems of the
algebra of four unknown quantities, stated in
geometrical language.
We propose to develop some conception of
this hyperspace, assuming only that the facts
of geometry, which are recognized by ordinary
observation, are extended by analogy. Do not
mistake this statement. A conception by ana-
logy is different from a physical conception. In
fact, analogy shows that the physical faculties
should not be able to understand a higher space
than their own dimensions. Nevertheless, if
there be a fourth dimension in communication
with our space, we should be aware of its ex-
istence by some remarkable phenomena that
would be matters of ordinary experience.
We shall consider the question of forming
rectangular corners in different spaces, that is,
corners where straight edges meet, so that every
pair forms a right angle.
No rectangular corner is possible on a
straight line, but in a plane a rectangular corner
of two edges is possible. (Fig. 1).
In fact, two straight edges on a straight line
form only one continuous edge, but one of them
may be turned in a plane, so as to form the re-
quired rectangular corner, whence the edge so
turned becomes 'invisible to the eye which sees
cnly along the straight line. (As in Fig A).
A rectangular corner of three edges is not
pcssible in a plane but is so in space. (Fig 2).
For, if the pair 1, 2, makes a right angle,
and the pair 2, 3, then the pair 1, 3, makes one
straight edge. By turning the edge 3 out of
the plane, the rectangular corner of three edges
may be made, when it would be invisible to an
eye which sees only in the plane 1, 2.
Likewise, a rectangular corner of four edges
is not posible in our space. (Fig. 3). For, to
add to the rectangular corner of three edges,
1, 2, 3, and edge 4, which makes a right angle
with each 2 and 3, it must be in a straight line
with the edge 1. By analogy, we should be able
to turn the edge 4 into a hyperspace, so that it
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makes a right angle with each 1, 2 and 3, and
also, by analogy, it should then be invisible to
the eye which sees only in the space which con-
tains edges 1, 2 and 3.
Hence, by analogy, there is next to our visi-
ble space a vast invisible space, touching Us at
every point, and bearing the same relation to
us that our space bears to a contained surface,
or that a surface bears to a line in that surface.
The boundaries of limited figures are of one
less number of dimensions. For, (Fig. 4),
length is bounded by points, area by lines, vol-
Fist 4.
ume by surfaces, and by analogy, hyper
volume is bounded by what we call solids.
The picture on a plane of a rectangular pa-
rallelopiped (Fig. 4), consists of two parallelo-
grams, with corresponding corners joined. Al-
though edges which do not intersect in space
intersect in the picture, yet we are able to make
it seem to be a rectangular parallelopiped in
space. Why this is so, will be shown later.
Fig. 5 is a similar picture of the space figure
which is the projection into our space of the
hyper-rectangular parallelopiped—a figure
ij.e.
bounded by rectangular parallelopipeds. The
projection consists of two parallelopipeds with
opposite corners joined. To make such a solid
figure stand out in the true figure of a hyper-
rectangular parallelopiped would require an
eye of four dimensions.
Intersections of similar spaces are (like boun-
daries) one dimension less, viz., lines intersect
in points, planes intersect in lines, and two
spaces like ours would intersect in a plane.
It is easy to determine by analogy some of
the remarkable things that would be matters of
everyday occurrence if objects could be moved
into this adjacent invisible space. For example,
objects could be made to disappear at any
chosen point, and reappear at the same or an-
other point.
Just as a piece of cloth cut in the figure of a
cat can be placed all at once flat on the surface
of a table, and be taken up gradually from the
tip of its tail to its head, so, by analogy, the
Cheshire cat of "Alice in Wonderland" could
suddenly appear in empty space, and then dis-
appear gradually until only its grin was left,
and yet be merely an ordinary cat, capable of
moving sideways into invisible space. A table
Fig. a.
could be lifted up without visible hands, disap-
pear in a tightly closed room, and reappear in
like manner in another. This would be no more
difficult for a being in hyperspace to accomplish
with an ordinary table, than for us to lift a coin
from a wooden frame on a table and put it down
inside another wooden frame (both being open
at the top, bur completely enclosed on the sur-
face of the table). An eye which could see only
on the surface of the table, would account the
latter transpositions as marvelous, as the form-
er would be to eyes which see only in our space.
We might see strange bodies increasing in size
and then diminishing until they vanished, going
about in wavering, fitful shapes.
To take the analagous phenomena which we
can understand, to an eye which can see only on
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the surface of the water, a sphere floating on
water appears as a circle, longer and Smaller
as it rises and sinks, and an irregular body
wauld assume a varying size. Similarly, all
that we should see cf a hyperbody going across
cur space, could be its intersection with our
:pace—a solid body of varying size End shape.'
A body, rigidly attached to a fixed plane,
could nevertheless be revolved about that plane.
It would disappear, except the part in the
plane, and reappear, not (to us) as the same
figure turned around, but as its image in a mir-
ror appears, in which right has become left,
Ftyi
and left right. For example, a man who had
lost his right leg would reappear with his left
leg as the missing one, and yet be the same per-
son.
To explain this by analogy, observe that for
revolution in any space, the axes or fixed part
must be at least two dimensions less than the
space; thus in Fig. 6, the pencil cannot revolve
in the line, about the point M, nor the knife
revolve in the plane about the axis MN, but in
the next higher space these revolutions are pos-
sible. Also, the pencil and its revolved position
are different figures if confined to the line, since
their forms cannot coincide by motion as rigid
figures, and similarly for the two knives shown
in the plane surface. Nevertheless, the pencil
figures are the same, and so are the figures of
the knives, in the next higher space, since the
figure of one will coincide with tile figure of the
other by simple revolution.
THE LAWS OF SIGHT.
If a coin be held edgewise, so that its plane
produced passes through the eye, we can see
only the front edge and no- part of the face.
From a position outside of the plane of the coin
we can see its face and every part of its circum-
ference. Similarly, we can see only the front
outside surface of a body in our space, but if we
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could look at it from invisible space, which is
outside of the produced space of the body, we
should see every point of the body, inside and
out, just as we see every letter on a page.' There
could be no concealment here from that in-
visible eye, not even an impenetrable solid; and
the bidden physical phenomena of our material
bodies would be as an open book. In fact, one
point of a body cannot be in front of another
body so as to hide it, if the eye is outside of the
space of the body, since the straight line joining
the two points of a space must lie wholly in
that space.
No eye can see a space of more than its own
dimensions. For example, a twofold eye is a
mere slit containing the flat lense with a single
line of nerve apexes, at the backs of the eye as
the sensitive retina; and it can see only that
line of any body, whose rays converge upon this
retina; and when looking into empty space,
sees its own retina, as apparently a' circular sky'
bounding its visible space.
Similarly the retina formed by nerve apexes
of a threefold eye is a surface, and can see only'
that surface of a body whose rays' converge up-
on it. Looking from this space at one of our
bc dies, the surface we see is it front outside
surface; but looking at the same body from in-
6:
visible space, the surface we see is some section
through the solid part of the body. The image
of our retina is the sky which we see, apparent-
ly equally distant in every direction.
By analogy, the nerve apexes of the four-.
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fold eye form a retina of solid content, each
point of which sees, the corresponding point of
a solid body, and the image of its retina appears
as a solid hyperspherical sky.
Fig. 7 as a figure in space, shows the projec-
tion on our space of a fourfold eye, seeing a
pyramid ABCD in our space by an image
A'B'C'D' in its retina. The threefold eye, in
the picture, sees only the face ABCE by its
image A'B'C'E', the rest being hidden (all
points of ED are hidden by E. The line ED
does not enter the fourfold eye, because it lies
wholly in our space; but its points E, 0, etc.,
are seen by different rays EE', DD', etc.,, which
are all projected upon ED. Observe that an
eye of higher order sees in a lower order of
space as an eye of that space. Thus the inter-
section of our eye with a plane through it is a
twofold eye, and that part of our eye sees all
that is in that plane; similarly the part of a
fourfold eye which would be in our space would
be an ordinary threefold eye.
EXPLANATION OF A FIGURE STANDING OUT AS A
SOLID FIGURE, ETC.
We can make a plane diagram, Fig. 4, look
like a box, because its image on our retina is ey-
sentially that of a box; but place oui ...ye in thc
produced surface of such a plane diagram, and
its line image on the retina must utterly fail to
appear as a solid figure.
Analogously, a fourfold eye in invisible space,
could make the real boxes of Fig 5 stand out as
hyperboxes, because the solid image in its solid-
formed retina of these boxes would be essen-
tially the same as that of a hyperbox. But,
when the same boxes are seen from our space,
their surface image on the retina must utterly
fail to bound hypervolume, even to the fourfold
eye; and since a threefold eye can never leave
other than a superficial image, it could never
conceive what a fourfold body would be like.
The philosophy of hyperspace offers various
concepts of the reality of spiritual things, col,-
sistent even with the impossibility of verifying
_ their existence in this life. Thus, if there is a
fourth dimension, then .,we see only in part, and
a spiritual body might. extend from every point
of the natural. body, as a book from its cover,
and yet ,its senses which are above those which
photograph this world might be masked by SOLD^
covering or shell; but death might mean re-
lease from this outer shell, and an awakening
of the individual to the sense of a higher or-
Fin. 7.
ganism, and the existence of a world of infinite-
ly greater possibilities than the human mind has
power to conceive.
There are many speculations, but those of
four dimensions are different from the vagaries
of ignorant or untrained minds. They are con-
sistently united and with a world of fact, by
bonds of sound logic; and they are absolutely
certain, if there be some eye which can see that
a straight line can be drawn from the corner a
cube, so that it is at right angles with each of
its edges.
94
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CLIMBING MT. JACINTO BY THE NO TRAIL ROUTE
How a Rose Student Reinoved in a Single Week all the Bad After-Effects of Cramming for
Junior Finals.
By a 1910 Alumnus.
,
p., ICTURE ,the rather rare case of a college
student trained into an excellent physical
condition at the same time that he is mentally
fatigued and worn to the point of exhaustion.
Ordinarily the professors would say, "Oh, the
lad needs a vacation," but if the "lad" had at-
tained his 'majority.; if the cause of the mental
• wear has been -nine months of higher mathema-
-ties, and if his sports as a boy have been the
recreations of the Pacific slope, then the ordi-
nary vication will not satisfy, and will fall far
short setting him squarely on his feet. He
ne,ds something a little beyond the cpclinary
'fis Ting 'trip or auto tour if he will recuperate
properly and rapidly. And there is a recreation
beyond these that exactly fits +he requirements
of this mental condition; a recreation even more
rarely experienced and understood than the
rather peculiar combination of mental and phy-
sical conditicns first described.
' What is this potent remedy? Mountain
climbing by the no-trail route, the sort where
a small party divides the equipment into equal
packs, and each assumes his share of duties and
responsibilities. Notice that this is not the
fashionable variety in which a large mixed party
is roped together and herded along a specified
route by a guide who has traveled the same way
many times before, and who gets a specified sum
per day for his services. When the writer left
Rose Tech for the summer vacation in 'June, '09,
the first of a series of trips had been carefully
,planned, to afford a mental refreshment—if the
term is permissible—that would repair in one
short week the mental wear of the entire Junior
year. The plan worked well, and the following
shovvs how it succeeded.
* * * *
On the eighth of June two old pals met in
the ;Jos Angeles union station after a three
years separation. "Never so glad to see a face
in ray life--been shut up in that Pullman five
days straight—has the shipment of dessicated
foodo,come all right?" "Well you old son-of-a-
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gun, you're a sure enough pale face now, but
you've got the grip in your paw yet anyhow.
Come on out to the house and see the outfit I've
bunched; she's a dandy."
The outfit surely was a "dandy"; a complete
line of dessicated and dehydrated foods had
been supplied by a New York firm, the ex-
perience of half 'a dozen climbing trips had
shown just what items on the utensil list were
most necessary, and a definite plan of packing
-
made fhe whole kit into two short, oblong packs
• i?
well calculated to fit lengthwise „high up on one's
back, leaving arm 4: shoulders free'f..::Nearly
all the foods were in powder form and 'required
only water to makt the Ptdut. yel-
low, floury powdei woulgitfaufne' all
ties of rich fresh inilk.,froin. Which crecarw:coUld
be skimmed after stftcting; the erbswur-,st:be-
came a rich creamychvothrthe egg powder could 4
be converted into the 'firiest- omelets, '-ana. :the
coffee paste promised to Ve tt boon indeed. Most:
of these foods had been introduced since the
t-wc; friends had climbed together, and the en-
thusiast explained them all fully to the chap
who had been buried in an Indiana college for
three years. It may as well be said here as
later that these foods added materially to the
pleasure of the trip and were so convenient and
easy to prepare that getting meals was anything
but the old uncertain and trying task. Their
chief advantage, of course, was in weight saving.
By using them almost exclusively the packs
weighed less than 30 lbs. apiece when starting,
and it is to be remembered that this included
bedding for use i.1) the snow, hand axe, photo
outfit, etc.; etc., Vesicles food for two for twenty
one meals.
Two days later, at the terminus of a little
"jerk water" spur line that reaches out towards
the foothills of the San Jacinto mountains, the
oN.;eiting's train brought two passengers who did
nOt; mingle with the throng at the station, but
shouldered rather heat brown canvas bundles
and gtr'ode off at once into the early twilight.
Passing down "Main street" until it merged in-
to, the usual, country highway, they fell into a
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steady swinging stride, Indian file, along the
roadside path in the direction of the gigantic
blue-fringed shadow which showed the outline
of the imposing San Jacinto range. Late that
night camp was made in an open field. A com-
monplace straw pile was siezed upon with de-
light, and after the usual duties of pitching
temporary camp and satisfying the inner man,
the pair stretched out under a cloudless sky in
the inexpressible joy of the absolutely care-
free. At least one of the pair stared up a mo-
ment at the big dipper, majestic and prominent
in this clear atmosphere, and then, with a sigh
of relief that was really a prayer of gratitude,
drifted gently into the land cf dreams.
Whe next Odin looked over the pass by San
Jacinto and beamed down upon the lowlands,
he shed welcome warmth upon two young chaps
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just shouldering packs and starting eastward.
A two hour tramp put them at the point where
the foothills of the mighty range start abruptly
upward from a plain only a trifle above sea le-
vel, and here they adjusted the packs, rolled up
their sleeves, and undertook the real climb. For
the first day the route followed a rough but well
marked trail up toward the highest habitation.
It had, however, a setting of scenic beauty, the
cool, fresh mountain breeze, and the odor of fir
and hemlock that always sends a thrill through
a true son of the hills. At the highest habita-
tion—a small group of summer cottages, two
or three of which were in use—information was
gleaned as to the conditions of the passes and
by-ways on up toward the peak, and it was af-
firmed that once on the "divide" there would
That night camp was made some two miles be-
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always be snow available for drinking water.
yond the small village in an upland cluster cf
great cedars of monstrous girth and towering
height. They presented a most pleasing color
contrast to the eye, for their trunks were a
deep, rich red and stood out in sharp contrast
to the fresh green of- the needles. The entire
valley was forested with these cedars, and
strewn all about beneath them were huge gran-
ite boulders, evidently in the same position as
when these giant trees were saplings. On a
protected face of one of these rocks we found a
group of strange markings probably the crude
historical attempts of some early Indian scribe.
Indeed, this upper valley might well have been
.the stronghold of some powerful tribe in the
days when the white man was unknown. This
first day of hard labor had left it's mark upon
unused muscles, but a plunge in icy waters, a
well proportioned meal, and neither felt more
than normal fatigue.
After a good nights' rest the little party took
the trail early, eager that the day's advance be
creditable. For the first two hours all went
well; in the cool shade of the tall cedars there
was the luxuriant growth of spring time, innu-
merable birds and small animals peopled the
woods and everywhere was life and growth.
Then the valley narrowed, and ended. The
slope at the terminus was extremely steep, un-
sheltered from the sun's sharp glare, and cov-
ered with an undergrowth that tangled itself in
the spaces and gaps between granite boulders.
Beyond and above this long forbidding slope;
somewhere up there toward the azure sky, lay
the "divide" that must be reached and followed.
A careful reconnosance found no by-way of as-
cent affording more open or easier slope, and
the two shifted their packs and advanced. Pass-
ing the last green spot the last water was left
behind and beyond this the slope became steep-
er—the steepest at which the loose rocks would
stand. Still further up all signs of young
growth ceased, above lay only thornbrush and
the hard, hot rocks; a vertiable desert on edge.
As the hours passed the pangs of thirst grew,
the sun beat down fiercely through a rarified
atmosphere, the thorny brush scratched, and
the rocks burned the climbers as they drew
themselves up over one promontory after an-
other. But the greatest obstacle to overcome
was the disheartening thought of that inter-
minable slope ahead where there could be no
rest, no water, and no success until muscles tired
to the point of pain had served several hours
longer. The pair continued on hour by hour,
cheering each other by what means they could,
resting frequently and shifting packs often.
How long the physical strain could have con-
tinued without giving way may not be said, but
about noon it was suggested that from a pro-
montory above and to the right it might be pos-
sible to discover an easier route to the divide.
Then nothing more was said, for it was hard to
use a cheerful tone, and the two alternately
scrambled and hauled each other toward the
promontory. Arriving there they lay at full
length in the shelter of a cornice for a quarter
hour before even using the binoculars. Then
hopes were raised and perseverence rewarded,
for snow patches were seen some distance away
at a lower level, and the canon on the right
promised a low pass only a short ways above.
One last strong effort, a tussle with the thorn
tangle, a vertical ledge up which one helped the
other, and then both stood on the ridge—the
divide itself. A cool refreshing wind fanned the
moist faces for a moment and then the two
plunged thirstily, but with caution, into the in-
viting snow bank that crowned the ridge. After
parched lips had been moistened and the fever
of thirst stayed, snow was melted, a strong mix-
ture of trucream and chocolate prepared and
served with hardtack and dried beef. Then the'
two stretched full length again for a half an
hour, not to sleep, but to force the absolute re-
lavation which will, after extreme exertion, re-
build the tissue of the involuntary muscles with
a remarkable rapidity.
The remainder of that way was comparative-
ly easy work. Everywhere above there stretch-
ed intermittent patches of snow, and following
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along the divide was a fairly easy route, the way
wound often among cedars, which appeared
again in this upper district, though they were
of a smaller and more hardy variety. By even-
ing an upland plateau was reached where it
seemed wise to camp for one day. The apex
of the peak could not be more than a half day's
climb above, and it was planned to spend a full
day in rest, and then make a dash for the peak,
traveling light and planning to return to the
same camp at nightfall. At this altitude, prob-
ably 8,500 feet—the air was quite cool, and the
camp was under the very shadow of great snow
drifts and banks, yet it was comfortable in every
way. The bed consisted of needls and boughs
as before, except that a high and thick semi-
circular hedge was built about it's head to pre-
vent the chill wind from creeping under the
blankets—of course they were fastened down
at the foot. First, one of the pair opened packs
and arranged stones for a fireplace while the
other was busy staking foot and side boards f
the bed, and bringing in needles and boughs.
Then together they spread blankets, wove the
hedge, brought in firewood and sponged one
another off at the clear brooklet. Tweezers
were required to draw some of the thorns that
had sunken cruelly into the flesh, but that was
such a minor incident as to be joked about
quite lightly, and the chief concern was to pre-
pare supper as soon as possible. It was prob-
ably enjoyed as much as any meal in the state
that night; although the lads feasted leisurely
and gazed silently out across the little plateau
under the shadows of the fir grove. They knew
the exact extent of the rations they might use,
and no words could enhance the pleasure in the
portions that were sufficient for needs but far
inadequate for the appetites that awaited them.
After the long sleep of thoroughly tired youth
and a breakfast of carefully measured propor-
tions, the "day of rest" was observed religious-
ly, for they knew that the work of the morrow
demanded it. In the forenoon a leisurely explo-
ration of the valley was undertaken as diver-
sion. Now that there was time to see in detail,
it was found to be beautiful indeed; tall firs and
a few cedars grew in abundance, there were no
large boulders here as in the other valleys be-
low, and no undrbrush whatever, but instead,
the ground was everywhere carpeted with a rich
growth of short green grass. Among the
strange plants that were striking, there was a
brilliant red fungus which grew a foot or more
high in the shape of a thick cylinder, and was
of such a brilliant crimson as to be startling
when seen against the white background of snow
bank or drift. Nowhere in this broad valley
was there a sign from the hand of mankind; it
was indeed like an enchanted garden freshly
created for the uses of the two who wandered
about to admire it's wonders and marvel at it's
beauties.
As evening drew near two packs were ar-
ranged, ridiculously small, b,ut containing every
thing necessary for one day's hard climbing.
The day for the final dash dawned clear, and
found two active figures, • making astonishing
speed upward, already well away from the
camp. this was the last supreme test of the
expedition. The lads were on their mettle, the
packs were practically nil and although the
way was broken and steep, there was good foot-
ing in the hard snow. The start was made very
early and the lure of achievement drew, them on
like the tide of an irresistible current. Natu-
rally, the route selected from the government
maps had to be revised, detours made, or steps
retraced, but these minor setbacks were only
additional incentives to attain the goal. When
the little party topped the brow of a ridge. about
ten o'clock and came in full view of the majestic
white peak only a few hundred yards above, all
the pains and disappointments of the long climb
were instantly forgotten, and in that first close
view of it's dazzling beauty there was repayment
for every trial of the ascent. Man is never con-
tent to witness. Even though the first sight awe
him he will inveriably demand to experience. So
the two pushed onward, and made the first foot-
prints of the season in the virgin purity of the
winter's snow. They know that later in the
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sumi4i a trial would be opened and -many feet
would pack down the snow, even to this very
crest; but as they scaled that last snowy slope,
so gracefully rounded and shaped by the wind,
there was all the exultation of discovery in their
pleasure. At last they stood upon the highest
apex, clasped hands in silent and mutual con-
gratulation, and then turned to enjoy the re-
ward of all this toil.
It would be wrong in a criminal sense to at-
tempt an adequate description of that view; a
simple list of features, merely, will be here
chronicled. Unlike the peaks of the Sierras or
the Rockies, this apex stands entirely isolated
and away from the others of the range that
would cut off the view. San Jacinto rises ab-
ruptly from the Mojav desert and from it's
crest there is unobstructed vision to the south-
east across thirty miles of desert to Salton Sea;
in the opposite direction seventy miles of low-
land strentch from the base of it's steep slope
to the sparkling blue Pacific, and the vision
sweeps over the city of Los Angeles as over the
other mere dots on the plain, fixing rather, up-
on such points as Catalina Island well out in
the sea; the white haze of alkali dust that marks
Death Valley; or the snow capped peaks of the
San Berdino range that also rise from the des-
ert twenty miles to the northward.
Between San Jacinto and the San Bernardinos
there is a lowland little above sea level, and
from the crest of the former the slope is direct,
almost a precipice, down a treeless, impassible,
wind-swept waste to the dry rainless desert. As
the two climbers gazed, one pointed out a thin
black line that moved and curved along this
sandy, lowland pass, and from it's forward end
there presently came a plume of white vapor. In
a breath the lads recognized it with surprise,
and listened attentively. Thirty-nine seconds
after that blast was sounded, it's faint echo
reached the straining ears on the peak. A
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simple multiplication showed it to be approxi-
mately eight miles distant. Think of standing
in the snow vertically two miles above, and
eight miles down the incline of vision from the
spot on that parched, scorching desert where
the engineer had pulled the whistle cord.
One's eyes seemed constantly busy discover-
ing new features in the panorame, and it was
an effort to turn away, but it is true that after
reaching the crest the climbers were there a
scant quarter hour when the demands of hunger
drew them away from the vantage point to a
sheltered nook beneath a leaning cornice. A
small fire to melt snow, a place leved enough to
sit upon, and they were soon watching a self-
heating can of pork and beans steam in its dou-
ble jacket, while pannikins of scalding hot erbs-
wurst gave off dense and savory vapors. Twice
the quantity of that meal would have left them
hungry, and yet each had enough to provide for
all the body absolutely required.
Two or three hours more in the presence of
this silent yet eloquent panorama which made
the impressions and inspired the thoughts that
come only on the rare occasions when one drifts
away from and above his sordid self, and then
the two took one last final survey, just as a
swimmer breathes deeply before diving, and
turned away from one of the rarest privileges
of a lifetime.
When the party reached Los Angeles again
three days later, you could have said "Calculus
finals" to the junior from Rose without making
him start, there was no vestige of nervousness
in his manner, and any restaurant in town
would have lost money on a dinner served him.
There had been just enough danger in the trip
to make it spicy; the demand for extreme care
on parts of the route required a new and re-
freshing line of mental activity, and all the cares
of a lifetime could have been buried under the
ocean of the trip's new experiences.
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THE FRESHMEN BANQUET
By GEORGE J. STO,NER, '15.
1 1HE class of 1915 held its first annual ban-quet on the,night of December 14th. The
affair had • been postponed several times and
only about half of the class membership were
present, but what was lacking in quantity was
more than made up in quality and enthusiasm.
Previous to the "eats" the class attended the
Varieties in a body and helped entertain the au-
dience by giving "three cheers" etc.—much to
the disgust of one Jack Hoeffler. Then march-
ing down Wabash Avenue with quiet little Sam-
my Finklestein in the lead, the bunch headed
for the Filbeck, where a delicious five-course
dinner was served.
The menu was as follows:
Oyster , Cocktail
. Celery
Chicken Consomme
Olives Wafers Spiced Pickles
Broiled Whitefish Lemon Butter. Sauce
Potato Julienne
Lamb Chop a la Nelson
French Peas in Caises Orange Sherbet
Roast Young Turkey, Chestnut Dressing
Potato Souffle Jellied Cranberries
Fruit Salads with Whipped Cream
Neapolatain Ice Cream
Neufchatel Cheese Almond Macaroons
Cafe Noir
It didn't take long for the ravenous Freshies
to "put away" all that the "colored gentlemen"
set before them. The only deplorable thing was
the plainly noticeable loss of appetite of Terry
Turner and the equally remarkable gain of
"Shorty" Wisely who was two inches taller and
six inches wider when he finished than when he
began.
Following the repast came the toasts which
were ably handled by the toastmaster, President
Ed. Price. Prof. C. W. White responded to
"The Studious Freshman" in an entertaining
manner and proved that he is a "good fellow" as
well as a good algebra "shark."
"Dutchman" Ratterman recalled the past
football season in response to "The Gridiron."
"The Faculty (Damn 'Em)" was next.
S'dlz handled this one and said that he didn't
like to damn them again as they were already
damned enough.
Stevens spoke on the "Class Basketball
Team" and Toastmaster Price in a masterpiece
of literature reminded the class that we must
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all "pull together" and when the time comes get
out the Modulus that will go down in history as
the "best ever."
Arnold's topic was "The Straight and Nar-
row Path." He said he had "soaked" his watch
to be able to come that night and consequently
he was going to break away from the very nar-
row path just ,once (?)
Then the Hou. Sammy X. Finklestein, the
real orator of the noble class of 1915, took the
floor. His text was "The Wets vs. Drys."
Sammy pronounced himself a "lifelong prohi-
bitionist" and swore that liquor should never
touch his smiling lips.
Next Charman paid a fitting tribute to "Our
Mothers." Sullivan, Turner, Compton, Wise- '
ly and Newhart gave short talks on class spirit,
etc. A vote of thanks was given ,the-tommittee
consisting of Charman, Duddlestni, Ratterman;
Compton and Newhart and then "the obunch"
adjourned to sleep all the next day.
 000 
THE SOPHOMORE BANQUET.
ON Thursday evening, January 11, the So-phomores held their annual banquet at
the Terre Haute House. Twenty loyal mem-
bers of the class braved the elements and at
eight-thirty sat down at the well-appointed
banquet table.
To start things a few yells were given, under
the leadership of Joe Gillum, and then the at-
tention of everyone was turned to the more im-
portant business of eating. The many courses
having been satisfactorily disposed of, toasts
were given by various members of the class.
These were enthusiastically received, and each
orator was heartily cheered by all present.
Toastmaster Nehf, after a short talk, called
upon everyone around the table for an improm-
ptu speech. These were most interesting, many
of them rivalling the toasts in their originality
and humor.
After a few more spirited yells for both class
and school, the banquet of the illustrious class
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of 1914 came to a close all ,voting it the best-,
ever, in every, respect.
The toasts were:
Toastmaster, A. N. Nei&
Class Spirit Lefty Nehf
Why We are a Success_  _Cupid Hansen
Next Hallowe'en Jim Schoonover
The Beloved Profs Liz Lyons
Class Athletics Joe Gillum
Our Society Troubles Crabby Failing
Class Curiosities Horse Power Bowe
Our Shovel Handlers Cocky Cox
Class Prophecy Brazzel Lancet
—W. H. H.
000
UNDERGROUND MINING.
ARTHUR HANSEN, 14.
AT the present date the two most commonmethods of mining are underground and
open pit mining, depending on the depth of the
ore body. For instance, a body of ore not ly-
• ing any deeper than fifty or sixty feet. from the
surface is generally mined by the open pit me-
thod while an ore body lying dedper, than that
is mined by the underground method/ -
The plant necessary for an underground ,
mine consists of a boiler house, engine room with
modern up-to-date hoisting machinery and air
compressors, repair , shops, and -last of all a
shaft.
The shaft is generally divided into four com-
partments, one for a ladder way, steam, water
and air pipes, another for the cage which con-
veys the men from the surface down into the
mine, and the remaining two for the two skips
which carry the ore from the mine to the sur-
face.
On going down into a mine the greatest care
must be used, for if one tries to jump off a cage
while it is in motion, he will meet with an ac-
cident that may endanger his life.
On first entering a mine one will see leading
off into different directions what are called
drifts. A drift is generally eight feet wide and
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eight feet high with heavy timbers in the back
to prevent the falling of loose rock and ore on
a person's head while passing through the mine;
two or more drifts are generally connected by
what are called cross-cuts, and though blocks
of ore between the different cross-cuts are
usually forty, feet ,in, length and are ,called pil-
lars.
A mine is divided into level§ about fifty or
sixty feet apart in height and these may be di-
vided again into subs. The chief difference be-
tween a sub and a level is that the levels arie con-
nected with the main shaft and the subs- are not.
The ore is mined mostly by foreign laborers
who generally work by contract or piece-work.
The first operation is to drill holes about five or
six in number, after which -they are charged
with powder and connected *ith a fuse for
blasting. After blasts the ore is shoveled by
hand into tram cars which the miners push and
empty into a chute which again empties the ore
into an ore pocket at the bottom of the mine.
Here the ore is taken care of by several men
who by a system of levers dump the ore into the
skips and then by giving a signal to the hoisting
engineer by an electric bell the ore is hoisted to
the surface where it is either put on the stock
piles or else in ore cars placed on a track un-
derneath the chutes leading out from the shaft.
In all mines the ore is first taken out from the
top levels and subs until the bottom level is
'
reached, always leaving a pillar of ore a rgiund
the shaft to ma,inta,in the shaft. When the,bot-
tom level is reached the miners are pt4 ii,t 'rhe
extremities of the mine and from there Alley
work in toward the shaft until the shaft is
reached. •
In a, medium sized mine About five hundred
men are employed, to a shift including the
bosses, captains, and mining captains, for on ac-
count of, the, distribution of the miners it takes
quite a. numher, of bosses or overseers to look
after the work and see that everything is prop-
erly timbered and then again it takes several
men to look after the supply of powder which
plays a very important part in mining. The
value of different grades of ore depends upon the
amount of iron and phosphorous in it, for in-
stance, if a sample of ore runs about sixty per-
cent in iron and about one per, cent, in phos-
phorous, it is classed as first grade ore or in
the shipping market is termed as Bessemer
number one grade, but if the ore .does not come
up to the above standard it is classified as sec-
ond and its value is much below that of the
first grade. The total amount of iron ore ship-
ped from the different mining ranges in Minne-
sota during the shipping season of nineteen
hundred and seven was approximately thirty-
nine million tons and was considered the high-
est amount of ore ever shipped from any dis-
trict up to that time.
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AT last the basket ball season is here andRose is well fixed for a coach. Mr. Clar-
ence McKinney, of Indianapolis, has been nam-
ed coach and took charge of the team imme-
diately after the Christmas holidays. McKin-
ney has been in athletics a long while and is
well suited to have charge of the squad. He
took part in all branches of sport when he was
in Shortridge high school of Indianapolis, foot
ball, basket ball track, and base ball., He
played on the Butler base ball team in 1905 and
entered Wabash the fall of the same year but
only stayed in school a few weeks. Since then
he has been identified with the Marion Club of
Indianapolis. McKinney has officiated in a
great many foot ball and basket ball games and
also acted as official in some of Rose Tech's foot
ball games this last year. Rose is especially
well fixed for basket ball material this year and
with a good coach should make things warm for
the other state teams. There are visions now
of a championship team.
 ow 
SINCE the schedule was printed in the lastissue of the Technic, there have been sev-
eral changes made. The games with Eastern
Illinois and Normal have been cancelled. The
Illinois teachers wanted to play under the A.
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A. U. rules and Mgr. Reddie and Capt. Crowe
couldn't see it that way, so the games were
called off. The Illinois team had played Ii—
diana Normal under the intercollegiate rulese
and really had no excuse for trying to change
the agreement. The games with Indiana Nor-
mal have also been called off owing to the break-
ing of athletic relations between the two schools.
A game is being arranged with McKendrie Col-
lege of Lebanon, Illinois, but the date has not
been definitely fixed. The match will be played
in Terre Haute. Otherwise the schedule is the
same as printed 'in the last Technic. As it now
stands, the first game is with Wabash in Terre
Haute on January 16.
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NOW as to Normal! The Faculty had de-cided that Rose would not play Normal
in base ball this spring and when Normal heard
of the fact, the officials of that institution de-
cided that Normal would not play Rose at bask-
et ball unless the two teams could get together
in base ball. The result was a meeting of the
Faculty athletic representatives and the basket
ball managers of the two schools and the follow-
ing is the result and practically explains the
whole situation:
"Believing that it will conduce to a better feel-
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ing between the student bodies of the Indiana
'State Normal and of the Rose Polytechnic In-
stitute with regard to athletics, we conclude that
for the present it would be wiser to discontinue
athletic contests between these two schools.
"This decision is taken with the object of de-
veloping a friendly spirit and a proper sports-
manlike attitude between the students and to
avoid the rowdyism and unsportsmanlike oc-
curences which have in the past brought the two
institutions into undesirable notoriety.
"Until such time as assurance can be given
by the respective student bodies that games can
be played in a proper spirit we deem it wiser
that no games be scheduled between the two
schools. We feel assured that the sport-loving
public and all fair-minded people will agree that
the decision is well taken. We wish to assure the
public that there is no ill feeling between the
schools and that the above decision is taken by
mutual agreement."
Signed,
DR. JOHN WHITE,
Faculty Representative R. P. I.
PROF. F. R. HIGGINS,
Faculty Representative I. S. N.
000----
Ar a meeting of the faculty athletic com-mittee held the first part of January it
was decided that Kelley, Lammers and Cox of
the Sophomore Class, and Larr, of the Fresh-
man Class, were ineligible to take part in any
athletics for the rest of the school year. Kel-
ley and Larr had been declared ineligible at the
first of the school year but there had been hope
in the student body that their case would be sus-
pended so as to allow them to play base ball
this spring. The cause of their ineligibility was
the participation in an outside base ball game
during the school year. The cause of the fac-
ulty action taken this month was that Larr and
Kelley with Lammers and Cox took part in an
amateur basket ball game which in no way had
connection with the school athletics and now
the school looses the services of all four men
for the rest of the year. There is nothing to be
done but it seems somewhat unfair that the
student body must be made to suffer, also.
000
FERDINAND LOEHNINGER, of the Jun-ior Class, was chosen by the Atheltic As-
sociation to manage the foot ball team of 1912.
Lcehninger was assistant manager this last sea-
son and was rightfully the only man for the
position.
000 
THE following "R's" were awarded by theAthletic Association in December and
were presented at a general assembly held soon
after the holidays:
Track—Wyeth, Black, Deming. Reserve—
Klingman, Ransford and Coltrin.
Base Ball—Lawler, Nehf, Deming, Wyeth,
Barrett, Buckner, Kelley, Byers, Bradford,
Fishback, Shook. Reserve—Lammers.
Foot Ball—Gray, Deming, Poggensee, La-
Forge, Wente, Sullivan, Carter, Ratterman,
Baxter, Lammers, Sheldon, Wallick, Nehf,
Stoms, Coltrin, Hegarty and Hansen. Reserve
—Rasmussen, Gillum, Pirtle, Ransford.
000--
MARION W. STOMS, of the SophomoreClass, by a vote of the members of the
1911 foot ball team, becomes captain
of the foot ball team for 1912. Stoms
has played half-back on the team for the last
two years and his ability is well known to all
who have been watching the progress of Rose
Tech foot ball. Stoms is an all around man
and is well fitted to lead the team next fall. He
did all of the kicking last season.
000 
BEFORE Christmas, Capt. Crowe pickedhis squad and it wlil be from the follow-
ing men that Coach McKinney will pick the
regular team. Those that know the ability of
the men named will be able to understand why
Rose's basket ball outlook for this year is so
good. Every man is a star and it is only a
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question for the Coach to pick the best five.
There is one senior, five juniors, three sopho-
mores, and three freshmen. Lammers will not
be able to take part in any games, however, on
account of the faculty action declaring him in-
eligible. The twelve men named were: Capt.
Crowe, Wente, Bringman, Gray, H. Kelley,
Newlin, Lammers, Deming, Poggensee, Heg-
arty, Cook, Sheldon.
 000  
INTER-CLASS BASKET BALL.
-Standing-
Team Won. Lost. Pct.
Juniors 
 5 1 .833
Sophomores 
 
5 1 .833
Seniors 
 1 5 .167
Freshmen 
 1 5 .167
This standing includes several forfeited games.
JUNIORS VS.
Juniors (22)
H. Kelley  
Newlin  
Gray  
Crowe  
Bringman
SOPHOMORES.
Sophomores (20)
J. Kelley
Deming
Poggensee
Black
 
 Gillum, Lammers
Field Goals: H. Kelley 4, Gray 5, Crowe, J.
Kelley 6, Poggensee, Black. Foul Goals: J. Kel-
ley 4, Newlin 2. Referee-Wischmeyer.
SENIORS VS. FRESHMEN.
Freshmen (46)
Larr 
Cook 
Hegarty
Harrison G 
 ftehm, Heer
Swain G  Rasmussen, Rankin
Seniors (10)
Fishback
Rankin, Wente
 Wente, Rasmussen
Field Goals: Hegarty 14, Cook 9, Larr, Wente 3,
Rankin, Fishback. Foul Goal: Cook. Referee-
Wischmeyer.
JUNIORS VS. FRESHMEN.
Juniors (36) Freshmen (30)
Newlin F 
 Larr
H. Kelley F 
 Cook
Gray 
 C 
 Hegarty
Bringman G 
 Baxter, Harrison
Crowe G 
 Sheldon, Swain
Field Goals: Hegarty 7, Cook 3, Larr 3, Newlin
2, Kelley 4, Gray 6, Bringman, Crowe. Foul goals:
Newlin 8, Cook, Hegarty 3. Referee -r-. Wisch-
meyer.
SENIORS VS. SOPHOMORES.
Sophomores (55) Seniors (9)
J. Kelley F  Fishback, Uhl
Deming, Taggart F  Wente
LaForge, Deming,
Poggensee C 
 
Rasmussen
Black G 
 
Rankin
Lammers, Cox G 
 
Rehm
Field Goals: Wente, Fishback, Kelley 10, Dem-
ing 3, Black 4, Lammers 5, Taggart 2, Poggensee
3. Fold Goals: Black, Wente 5. Referee-Wisch-
meyer.
JUNIORS VS. FRESHMEN.
Juniors (34) Freshmen (33)
Newlin 
 
F 
 
Larr
H. Kelley F 
 
Cook
Gray C 
 
Hegarty
Crowe G 
 
Sheldon
Bringman G  Harrison, Swain
Field Gols: Newlin 2, Kelley 3, Gray 4, Bring-
man 2, Crowe, Larr 5, Cook 4, Hegarty 4. Foul
Goals: Newlin 10, Hegarty 7. Referee-Wisch-
meyer.
SOPHOMORES VS. FRESHMEN.
Sophomores (49) Freshmen (10)
Kelley F 
 
Cook
Deming F 
 
Larr
Poggensee C 
 
Hegarty, Grimes
Black 
 
G 
 
Harrison
Lammers, Cox G  Swain
Field Goals: Kelley 8, Deming 7, Poggensee 5,
Lammers 2, Cox, Cook, Larr 2, Hegarty. Foul
Goals: Kelley 2, Deming, Hegarty 2. Referee-
Wischmeyer.
SOPOHOMORES VS. FRESHMEN.
Sophomores (52)
Deming 
Kelley
Poggensee
Lammers
Cox  
Freshmen (11)
Burns, Swain
 
 Larr
Templeton
Sheldon, Baxter
Harrison
Field Goals: Deming, Kelley 12, Poggensee 5,
Lammers 6, Larr, Templeton. Foul Goals: Kelley
2, Burns 4, Larr 3. Referee-Wischmeyer.
SOPHOMORES VS. JUNIORS.
Sophomores (42) Juniors (28)
Deming 
 
Newlin
Kelley F  H. Kelley
Poggensee C 
 
Gray
Black 
 
G 
 Crowe
Lammers, Cox G  Bringman
Field Goals: Deming, Kelley 13, Poggensee 2,
Lammers 2, H. Kelley 4, Gray 5, Bringman,
Crowe. Foul Goals: Newlin 6, Kelley 6, Referee
-Wischmeyer,
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The latest addition to the string of fantastic
dances, such as "The Todolo Toddle," "Grizzly
Bear," "Texas Tommy,' etc., has been made
by Dr. White. He adds the "Capillary Drag."
'Tis said that Mr. Stephenson will compose
suitable music.
Ahrens—"Why has Hepp such a fine falsetto
voice?"
Scheffel—"Because his, grandmother fh4d a
false set of teeth."
— BY SEVENS.
7 years in childhood, sport Eind play • (7)
7 years in school from day to day (14)
7 years at trade or college life (21)
7 years to find a plate and wife • (28)
7 Years to pleasure's follies given (35)
7 years to business harclIY driven (48)
7 'years to some wild goose chase (49)
7 years for wealth—a fearful race (56)
7 years of hoarding for your heir (63)
7 years iii weakness spent and care (70)
And then you die and go—you know not where.
* * * *
Prof: Hathaway—Now bogs, keep still, or
I'll have to put some of you out. 
.
Voice from Rear—You'd have to wake Ferd
up first.
* * * *
PARADISE.
A ''shady room, open- fit'e,
A cozy nook, your heart's desire.
PURGATORY:.
The selfsame room, with lights a fe's'`'
The selfsame nopk, and Ma there *too'
•* * * *
Prof.--Now, I'll have to run some of you out,
to tone down the class.
Cronin—Sounds like we must have a high-
toned class,
,
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Prof. in Literary Class—This life and then
the iron works.
Young Lady—That isn't the way I heard it.
Prof—How did you hear it?
Young Lady—I thought it was, "This life
and then the fire-works." 
—Ex.
• * * *
Prof Knipmeyer—These machines are very
handy; you can wind them, using fireproof in-
sulation, and—
Rehm—Take 'em with you when you die.
* * * *
Harris (speaking of Baker)—You can lead
him to a Quaterzicns quiz, but he wont' go near
the water barrel in the blacksmith shop."
* * * *
Customer—Have you any Arctic literature?
Clerk—Well, we have Cook-books and Peary-
-Ex.
* * * *
Dutch Harris, running up to Mr. Stephenson
with a test-tube in his hand—"Say, I have
something here that can't be, and I don't know
what it is."
Hansen—Henry, are you going to raise a
mustache?
Sullivan—Why, he couldn't raise a window,
Cuppy.
Leathers—Doctors spend money like water.
Bowe—Yes, and they don't get it from the
well, either.
Derr (in Louisville Hotel)—There isn't any
bell in this room.
Clerk—That's all right; if you want any-
thing, wring the towel.
* * * *
Heine Goldman (helping the fir .iftur)-• -Say
where are the boilers?
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Prof. Thomas—You can compare this sub-
stance to a mixture of powdered glass and
cheese, and—
Dodson—Cheese it!
* * *
When in doubt, refer to Harris and Byrd,
encyclopedias of the Sophomore class.
* * * *
Drawing Teacher Have you your thumb
tacks?
Pupil—No; will finger nails do? —Ex.
* * * *
He—Would you cry for help if I should kiss
you?
She—Not unless you needed it. —Ex.
* * * *
Hath—To work this problem, we make two
consumptions—
Of what, dear professor? Pi?
* * * *
Bringman (congratulating Beauchamp on
his re-election to the office of Financial Secre-
tary)—Well, they can't catch you for another
year, can they?
"Don't you think," gurgled the Sweet Young
Thing sentimentally, "that the opening lines of
Tennyson's poem "Break break, break' are aw-
fully sad?"
"Yes," replied Joe Wilson, "but not half as
sad as 'broke, broke broke.'" And he gnashed
his teeth as he remembered his promise to take
her to the Grand that nigst.
* * * *
Prof Thomas—Now, angle iron is—
Scott Mace—Used in the manufacture of
fish-hooks.
* * * *
Do nuts grow on trees?
They do.
Then what tree does the doughnut grow on?
The pantry. 
—Ex.
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• Angry ope, at 'phone----You go hang your-
• self ! . (After pause). Do you hear me?
Central—Your party has hung up.
* * * *
Sophomores take finals in shop.
* * * *
The following unique ( ?) notice posted by
State Normal student on the bulletin board in
the main building explains itself:
"Lost—Sometime between sunrise and sun-
set Tuesday, a soul; and won, a besmirched
character.
"Beloved, think you that a person capable
of committing petty and belittling acts of thiev-
ery is fit to teach?
"Does not the person who took—by mistake
—the pair of M. and P. gloves from an over-
coat pocket in the cloak room wish to regain the
self respect he lost by so doing, by returning
the gloves to that part of the shelf immediate-
ly above the hook upon which the coat was
hanging?" 
—Ex.
NEWS OF OTHER COLLEGES.
Statistics show that there are 15,958 persons
living who have received diplomas from Yale
University. There are 2,454 in New York
alone.
Being compelled to part with their mustaches,
the Seniors at Allegheny put out a "farewell
number" of their paper, which they according-
ly called "Whiskers."
There are about 55,000 students enrolled in
the principal universities of the German Em-
pire. The University of Berlin has nearly
8,000, Munich 7,000, Leipsic 4,600, Bonn 4,-
000 and Heidelberg 2,400.
At Syracuse, swimming is a compulsory part
of the physical culture department.
A "Political Laboratory" is the newest crea-
tion at Columbia University, New York. It
will be run in connection with the courses in
civics an citizenship.
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the Electro-Bessemer process, as already sug-
gested, combines in principle the ordinary Bes-
semer furnace and the electrical refining pro-
cess. The result is that steel is produced
cheaply and quickly as in the Bessemer fur-
nace, and the disadvantages of lack of unifor-
mity in steel so produced is entirely overcom:
by applying the electrical process of final
refining.
"The Electro-Bessemer furnace is a closed
vessel, having an opening in one side, through
which the charge may be introduced and slags
added and withdrawn. It is mounted on bear-
ings, and is capable of being tilted wtihin an
angle of rather more than 180 degrees. One end
of the furnace is fitted with blast tuyeres for
blowing. At the other end of the vessel elec-
trodes are arranged, entering through the fur-
nace wall and being adjustable by any of the
ordinary independent methods, either electrical
or mechanical. A tapping hole is provided at
this end of the furnace, which may be used for
the removal of the finished product, if desired.
Sampling may be taken from the charging open-
ing, which opening might also be used, if desired
for pouring molten metal. The electrodes are
fitted with cooling jackets of cold air or water.
"The process is simple in the extreme, being
briefly as follows. The furnace is preheated in
the ordinary way, and is then charged with mol-
ten metal direct from the cupola or blast-fur-
nace mixer, the furnace being tilted into a
horizontal position. It is then brought into a
vertical position, the "Bessemer" portion con-
taining the charge. The blast comes into ac-
tion automatically as this position is gained,
and the process of conversion proceeds as in
the ordinary Bessemer converter. Meantime
the "electric" portion of the furnace is heated
by the hot gases, etc., resulting from the pro-
cess, and for the ultimate removal of which gases
ample provision is made. On the completion of
this part of the process, the furnace is tilted
and the metal transferred to that end which is
provided with electrodes. Current is switched
on, and the refining operation continued to any
desired extent. Both arc and resistance heat-
ing are obtained in the furnace.
"The Electro-Bessemer furnace may be either
basic or acid lined; if it is basic lined it is pos-
sible to start with impure basic Bessemer pig-
iron and to produce finished steel or better
analysis than the best .acid open-hearth steel.
If the furnace has an acid lining, chemical re-
fining of the blown metal does not take place,
but the killing of the metal by heating in the
'electric' end of the furnace results in the pro-
duction of particularly sound castings and in-
gots free from blow-holes.
"The utilization of the flame from the Besse-
mer blowing for the heating of the 'electric'
hearth results in a considerable saving of elec-
trical energy during the second stage.
"Having poured away the slag containing
the bulk of the impurities at the end of the
Bessemer blog (assuming a basic lining), new,
clean, purifying slags can be added.
"Assuming that the phosphorus content is
already low when the electrical operation com-
mences, the energy consumption is less than 100
kw. hours per ton of steel produced. If, how-
ever, both desulphurization and dephosphoriza-
tion are included, about 190 kw. hours are con-
sumed."
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STRENGTH OF WELDED JOINTS.
THE strength of Welded Joints has beeninvestigated by the National Physical
Laboratory of Great Britain at the request of
Sir John Wolfe Barry and the results show
that with good workmanship the joint has some-
what better than 80 per cent. efficiency with
1 1-4-in, bars, the only size tested. The experi-
ments were made under rather unusual condi-
tions, for the 167 welded joints received for
test were furnished by 16 firms invited to sub-
mit them as examples of the methods of working
which they preferred. The bars were subjected
to tensile tests and to alternating stresses by
the Wohler method. In the latter the ma-
chine was run at 2,200 r.p.m., after experiments
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at that speed and at 200 r.p.m. had shown that
there was no difference in the fatigue strength
of the same material. The experiments were
described, in detail in a paper which Messrs.
T. E. Stanton and J. R. Pannell presented on
Dec. 12 before the Institution of Civil En-
gineers. They showed that the mean tensile
strength of hand-welded iron bars was 89.3
per cent, of the strength of the original bar,
.and that the percentage in the case of hand-
welded steel was 81.6, with electrically welded
iron 89.2, and with electrically welded steel
93.4. Joints made by the oxy-acetylene pro-
cess were submitted by two makers, but the re-
sults obtained with them were not comparable
with those obtained by the hand or electric pro-
cess. The tensile tests showed a distinct lack
of uniformity in the material near the weld, but
the fatigue tests indicated that this condition
did not have any material effect on its resistance
. to reversals of stress. It was observed that
where a failure occurred under a low alternat-
ing stress, the defect was always in the weld.
The important thing brought out by the test
was that there were enough defective joints in
these specimens, supposedly the, best grade of
work turned out by good shops, to make it de-
sirable to subject all welded bars to a proof
stress in case the failure of one of them in ser-
vice would create a dangerous condition. Al-
though this is not a particularly encouraging
result to put on record, it is gratifying to have
definite information concerning such simple
work as this. While our engineering laborator-
ies and research enthusiasts are delving into the
regions of the unknown, and all praise to them
for doing so, these everyday things like welded
joints are by no means so well understood as
they should be and more investigations of this
sort will be welcome to the designing engineer.
—Engineering Record.
E. C. & M. AUTOMATIC CONTROLL-
ERS FOR MOTOR DRIVEN
MACHINERY.
fr,HE Electric Controller & Mfg. Co., ofCleveland, 0., has recently placed on the
'market a line of automatic controllers designed
for the specific purpose of giving the utmost
cunvenience in the control of motor driven ma-
chinery. It has been established that the out-
put of many machines can be increased 20 per
cent. by the central grouping and convenient
arrangement of all the operating levers. "Handi-
ness of Control" is recognized as being very im-
portant in securing the utmost production from
a machine, and the automatic controllers de-
scribed in this article were designed to provide
this "Handiness of Control" for starting, stop-
ping, or reversing the motor and machine.
The controller consists of a small operators
switch, and an accelerating unit of which there
are four different forms.
The controllers are built in three tyes to se-
cure: (1st) non-reversing and dynamic brak-
ing; (2nd) reversing without dynamic break-
ing; ( rd) reversing and dynamic braking. In
each type a variety of four different forms of
accelerating units are offered. These accelerat-
ing units vary in their design from Ft simple
train of accelerating switches up to a unit hav-
ing a fused service switch, a train of accelerat-
ing switches, and complete circuit-breaker fea-
tures.
The accelerating unit automatically accele-
rates or decelerates the motor through the ac-
tion of series wound accelerating switches
which possess the remarkable characteristic of
acting not only as switches, but as current limit
relays as well. When the current in the winding
of one of these switches exceeds a predetermin-
ed value the switch locks open and cannot close
until- the current is reduced to the proper value.
When the operators switch is thrown to the
running position, current flows through the mo-
tor, all of the starting resistance, and the coil
of the first series wound accelerating switch. As
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the motor accelerates the current drops, and
when it reaches the correct value the first acce-
lerating switch closes, cutting out a portion of
the starting resistance. The succeeding acce-
lerating switches operate similarly, ultimately
'cutting out all of the starting resistance and
putting the motcr across the line. By throwing
the operators switch to its original position,
the motor is disconnected from the line and con-
sequently stops. Different positions of the han-
dle of the different types of operators switch
provide for drifting, reversing, or rapid stop-
ping by dynamic braking.
Dynamic braking is secured by a change of
connections, accomplished by the operators
switch, which first inserts all the starting re-
sistance in series with the armature. The mo-
tor is then quickly and evenly brought to rest
by dynamic braking, the accelerating switches,
in this case, acting as decelerating switches by
cutting out, step by step, the resistance as the
current, generated by the motor, decreases due
to the slowing down of the motor.
The manufacturers claim the following im-
portant advantages for this automatic control-
ler:
1st—It limits the acceleration and decelera-
tion current at all times to a safe value.
2nd—It accelerates and decelerates the mo-
tor in the minimum, safe amount of time, and
automatically varies the time of acceleration and
declleration, depending upon the load which
the motor has to start and stop.
3rd—It provides the best conditions for good
commutation.
4th—By limiting the current, both in start-
ing and stopping, it limits all mechanical
strains on the motor and driven machinery.
5th—It obviates the necessity of mechanical
clutches on many motor-driven machine tools.
6th—It adds very materially to the safety of
an installation, since in case of accident the mo-
tor may be quickly stopped.
7th—It inherently provides no-voltage pro-
tection, for if the voltage fails the switches drop
open, and upon the return of voltage they au-
tomatically close in their regular method and
sequence, again accelerating the motor to full
speed.
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FORMULA FOR CALCULATING
HEAT LOSS DUE TO CHIMNEY
GASES.
INDUSTRIAL Engineering and The Engin-ering Digest for December contains a de-
scripticn of a Carbon Dioxide and temperature
recorder by Mr. E. A. Uehling, taken from a
paper read by him before the American Chemi-
cal Society. From this the following formulae
for calculating the heat loss up the chimney,
knowing the temperature of the stack and the
percentage of carbon dioxide in the flue gas,
are taken.
Constants used:
Specific heat of flue gas=0.23.
Specific heat of water vapor=0.48.
Oxigen in air (by weights) 23%.
Nitrogen in air by (weights) 77%.
Oxygen in air (by volume) 21%.
Nitrogen in air (by volume) 79%.
Weight of one cu. ft. air at 62'f 0.0761 lb.
Weight of one Cu, ft. Nitrogen at 62" 0.07381b.
Weight of air required for complete combus-
tion of 1 lb. carbon, 11.6 lbs.
Weight of air required for combustion of
1 lb. hydrogen, 34.8.
Loss of heat due to turning one lb. carbon to
CO instead of CO2, 10,150 B.T.U.
Latent heat of water vapor at 2120, 966 B.T.U.
NOTATION
Av = Weight of water vapor in atmosphere
per lb. of air supplied.
Ov = Weight of volatile oxygen contained in
fuel per lb. of carbon.
Ht = Weight of total hydrogen contained in
dry fuel per lb. of carbon.
Ov
I/a= Ht — — = weight of available hydro-
8
gen in fuel per lb. of carbon,
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Wrn = Weight of water (moisture) in fuel per
lb. of carbon.
P =- per cent. of CO2 contained in flue gas.
Pc = per cent of CO contained in flue gas.
T = Temperature of flue gas on leaving the
boiler.
t = Temperature of air in boiler house.
FORMULAE
(1) Heat in B. T. U. carried off by the pro-
ducts of combustion per pound of carbon burned
when there is no excess of air
L = 2.9 ( T— t)  
 (1)
(2) Heat in B. T. U. carried off by the pro-
ducts of combustion per pound of carbon burned
with an excess of dry air
56
= (— + 0.23) X ( T— I) (2)
(3) Heat in B. T. U. carried off by the pro-
ducts of combustion per pound of carbon when
fuel containg hydrogen is burned with an excess
of dry air
56
L" = (— ± 0.23 ± 4.3 HOX(T —t)  (3)
(4) Heat value in B. T. U. carried off by the
products of combustion containing CO per pound
of carbon burned
PC
= 10150 (4)
PH--
(5) Heat in B. T. U. carried off by the pro-
ducts of combustion due water vapor in the air
supplied in burning a weight of fuel containing
one pound of carbon
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-= Av(— + 0.88 1.)X(T — t) (5)
(6) Heat in B. T. U. carried off by the pro-
ducts of combustion per pound of carbon due
to water of hydration in the fuel.
Lh = 0.54 0, X (T—/)  (6)
(7) Heat in B. T. U. carried off by the pro-
ducts of combustion due to the moisture con-
tained in the fuel, per pound of carbon
=- Win (0 48 T 1086-1)   (7)
These formnulEe show clearly that the heat
wasted up the chimney depends on two factors,
the per cent of CO2 and the temperature of the
flue gas. The per cent. of CO2 in the flue gas
is an index to the efficiency of the boiler as a
heat generator, and the temperature is an index
to its efficiency as a heat absorber.
Throwing One Switch
Starts or Stops the Motor
NO CONTACT BUTTONS OR SEGMENTS TO BURN OUT
OR ROUGHEN UP.
NO MATTER HOW CRUDE OR IGNORANT THE OPERA-
TOR MAY BE HE CANNOT BURN OUT THE MOTOR
If You Use
The E. C. CZ M.
Automatic Motor
Starter
It is absolutely simple in construction. It embodies one or more magnetic switches
connected in series with the motor, which automatically close their contacts only when
the motor current is below a predetermined value.
These switches will "lock out" and will not close until the current has been reduced
by the speeding up of the motor. More. By means of push button, float or pressure
operated switch, automatic starting of motor may be simply obtained from any con-
venient point, no matter what the relative position of motors and driven apparatus
may be.
The E. C. & M. Automatic Motor Starter will positively protect the motor and driven
machinery against too quick acceleration. It requires no special skill to install or
maintain.
There are no contact faces or buttons which burn, pit and roughen. No spring re-
turn arm to stick or hang. No relays. No small control contacts.
Ask us for further details. Details that will put Central Stations in excellent position
to eliminate one of the principal objections to more general use of electrical power In
shops. Write
THE ELECTRIC CONTROLLER & MEG. CO.
NEW YORK CLEVELAND, CHICAGO50 CHURCH ST. 1417 MONADNOCK BLK
PITTSBURG OHIO, U. S.A. BIRMINGHAM515 FRICK BLDG. 827 BROWN-MARX BLDG
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$llitEilis Eternal Writing Ink, Drawing Inks
$Engrossing Ink
Taurine Mucilage $
Photo Mounter Paste $
I
Drawing-Board Paste
Liquid Paste
Office Paste
Vegetable Glue, etc.
Are the finest and best goods of their kind
Emancipate yourself from the use of corrosive
and ill-smelling inks and adhesives1 and
adopt the HIGGINS INNS and
ADHESIVES. They will be a
revelation to you.
AT DEALERS GENERALLY
CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., Mfrs.
Branches 271 Ninth Street
Chicago and London BROOKLYN, N. Y.
414,46,1"0"*.,4*1111".4%,./%46.4,11046,110%.,,S
THE
ENGINEERING—
MAGAZINE
WEE ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
I
publishes the best original articles by
current engineering progress.
a
Additional and exclusive features are: 
Review and Topical Index to the cur-
the highest authorities on all phases of
rent colitc'nts of nearly two hundred en-
:teeing and industrial journals; Cur-
ry:It Record of New Technical Books;
Industrial News; latest Improved Ma-
chinery and new Trade Literature.
Every number is a valuable reference
book for every engineer or student of
engineering.
Ask for sample copy and descriptive
circular.
'We ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
140-142 Nassau St. NEW YORK
r
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Photographic Sup-
plies. Finishing de-
livered in 24 hours.
'
Valentine's Quality Drug Shop
Eighth and Wabash
The REXALL STOKE  
Expert Work.
Patronize
Our
Advertisers
Geo. Graham Holloway
FOR
Photographs
Greek Candy Kitchen
Makers of Fine Candy
PURETY AND QUALITY MAKE OUR
CANDIES FAMOUS
Fine Chocolates in Fancy Boxes a Specialty
James Georgopoulos
SEVENTH AND MAIN STREETS
First Door From Corner
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN WRITING TO OUR ADVERTISERS. IT MAY HELP US.
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LET US 
BE A MOTHER
TO YOU
BUTTONS REPLACED, SOCKS
DARNED, UNDERWEAR RE-
PAIRED; in fact, a mother's care
of your garments Free of Charge.
Hunter Laundering
1
)1
& Dyeing Company 1
Phones 257 W. H. Brewer, Agt.
Patronize
Our
Advertisers
WM. SCHONEFELD'S
Great Northern Pharmacy
Has a Good Line of TABLETS, POLARIS
and UNIVERSITY NOTE BOOKS,
INKS, ETC.
CIGARS TOBACCOS CIGARETTES
Agency for Beick's, Lowney's, Rex Box Candies
SEVENTH ST. AND BIG FOUR R. R.
Student and their friends are invited to look us upfor NEWEST STYLE ROSWELL and
PRESTO Collar OVERCOATS, ROUGH-
TWEED SUITS, SWEATERS, FUR CAPS, ROUGH HATS, Etc.
THOMMAN CvSCHL•055
Tailors Clothiers Hatters Haberdashers
668-670 WABASH AVENUE PHONES 137
STARRETVS MACHINIST AND CARPENTER TOOLS
PLUMBING AND HARDWARE
FREITAG, WEINHARDT & CO.
664 WABASH AVENUE PHONES 140
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN WRITING TO OUR ADVERTISERS. IT MAY HELP US.
